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Abstract Blockchain and the Internet of Things (IoT) are separately regarded as highly capable

popular technologies. Blockchain is a database used for decentralized transaction purposes. It pro-

vides novel directions to store and manage data, whereas IoT relates to the propagation of linked

machines by providing information through the Internet. A mixture of Blockchain and the IoT

appears hopeful, even though blockchain requires real-time data application, and IoT describes

processes to store and manage information overloads safely and proficiently. The technology is sig-

nificant to the manufacturing business, experiencing a digital revolution by incorporating equip-

ment, developments, and data, leading to the Industrial IoT (IIoT). Such a combination of IIoT

and blockchain is termed Blockchain for Industrial Internet of Things (BIIoT). The paper gives

a detailed survey on BIIoT and discusses all relevant aspects of this novel concept. Firstly, IoT

as a concept has been explored briefly, and relevant threats to IoT has been investigated. Further-

more, the domain of IIoT and the relevant challenges to IIoT is discussed. Additionally, an over-

view of blockchain technology is presented. Subsequently, a combination of IIoT and blockchain is

explored, and the BIIoT structural design proposal is submitted. Finally, issues related to the use of

IIoT with blockchain for industrial applications of BIIoT is explored. Thus, all relevant open

research directions in Blockchain and IIoT are summarized in this paper. This survey shows that

the proposed BIIoT is used to develop a redundant, traceable, and secure complex interconnected

IIoT environment. Furthermore, the BIIoT system enables us to communicate with each other with-

out the need for a trusted intermediary in a decentralized, unreliable, peer-to-peer network.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an efficient Internet and man-
agement environment that jointly forms an intelligently linked

globe is the Internet of Things (IoT)[1]. While deployed
smartly, IoT permits users to broadcast their data to the ser-
ver. IoT is employed in various fields, including industries,

businesses, environmental engineering, mobile devices, and
governance. Additionally, IoT is utilised to support various
industries, like transport, healthcare, farming, energy, and
environment management. Furthermore, IoT can promote

various industrial applications related to logistics, manufactur-
ing, food production and services.

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) comprises exten-

sive awareness from industries and academics, which could
be a significant factor in the upcoming conversion of industrial
schemes [2]. The industrial IoT is heavily discussed within

Industry 4.0, and IIoT is also intensively discussed in govern-
ment and academic circles. The significant difference between
IoT and IIoT is various automation equipment and industrial

devices in an IoT environment; IIoT is usually utilised in appli-
cations like smart factories and smart manufacturing [115].
IIoT presents intelligence and interconnection to industrial
schemes using actuators and sensing tools, including omnipre-

sent network and processing capabilities. The goal of imple-
menting IIoT is to enhance business competence and
manufacture throughput, decrease the device’s downtime and

improve the excellence of the produced product. Precisely,
IIoT consists of the following characteristics: 1) IIoT systems
decentralization, 2) a varied selection of IIoT applications

and schemes, 3) IIoT information heterogeneity with 4) strain
on the network.

Development in the field of blockchain techniques enhances

the possibilities of overcoming the identified IIoT challenges.
Blockchain is the underlying technology for bitcoin [3]. Block-
chain permits software applications to transmit and store com-
munications or transactions during a reliable and disseminated

(peer-to-peer) method [52]. Blockchain is being quickly
adopted and mainly utilised for applications with smart con-
tracts [31], digital assets and disseminated storage [4]. The

Blockchain in IIoT [5] capable applications contain recording
actions (such as humidity, heat or location variances) while
creating obstruct challenge ledgers that are understandable

solitary to particular contributors, e.g., specific contributors
throughout a supply chain.

Blockchain technology has transformed from an abstract
technique to a reliable technique resolution [58]. At present,

current unrestricted blockchain proposal, like Ethereum,
Hyperledger Fabric, Enterprise operating system (EOS),
allows persons to make decentralized applications (Dapps)

using blockchain technique [47]. By organizing smart con-
tracts, these proposals enable consumers to avail the benefits
of blockchain. In the blockchain group, all nodes are respon-

sible for allotting the ledger replica to the entire or every other
contributing node in the sequence that the data contained by
the blockchain is obstructed evidence [50].

Blockchain is an excellent complement to IIoT due to its
properties of enhanced interoperability, confidentiality, safety,
dependability and measurability [35]. During this work, a
novel concept of incorporating IIoT with blockchain is exam-
ined. A mixture of IIoT and blockchain is termed Blockchain
for Industrial Internet of Things (BIIoT).

Broadly, Blockchain 1.0 is usually related to cryptocur-

rency and expense (e.g. Bitcoin) [53,57,85,101], and Blockchain
2.0 is related to automatic digital economics by using smart
contracts. Newer Blockchain 3.0 development concentrates

on tackling the digital world’s requirements, like Industry 4.0
concerning smart cities. Industry 4.0 is permanently energized
by the IoT[60]. In 2011, the German government-defined

Industry 4.0 was broadly adopted by both academia and
industry. Industrial IoT (IIoT) is a related concept. However,
it includes a further concentration on IoT use in industries
(with one being able to consider IIoT as an enhancement of

IoT).
Furthermore, Industry 4.0 is usually related to responsible

manufacturing works organisations. Therefore, the digitaliza-

tion and interconnectivity of the association and the predom-
inance of IoT equipment ease the conversion from
conventional business to smart business or Industrial IoT.

Specifically, BIIoT has the following merits:

� Traceability can locate and confirm a data block’s secular

and spatial data kept inside the blockchain [51]. Further-
more, every information block kept during a blockchain is
appended by an appropriate timestamp, subsequently
ensuring data discovery [59].

� Interoperability can interact with the physical equipment
and transmit data within the IIoTequipment [56]. Within
the blockchain-composite layer, interoperability can be

attained by constructing an overlay peer-to-peer (P2P) net-
work on top with consistent access diagonally various IIoT
schemes.

� Autonomic interactions discuss the potential of IIoT coop-
erating exclusive of the interference from a trusted third
party (TTP). Smart contracts enabled by blockchains

achieve this autonomy. Especially, contract sections sur-
rounded in smart contracts will be implemented routinely
after a particular condition is fulfilled.

� Reliability is the quality of IIoT information being reliable.

Reliability is guaranteed by implementing cryptographic
methods consisting of asymmetric cryptography and hash
signature generation, all intrinsic in blockchains [54].

1.1. Objective

The latest on-demand production model that improves IoT
technologies is called Cloud-Based Manufacturing (CBM).
CBM allows omnipresent, suitable, as needed network access
to a distributed pool of configurable production resources,

which could be quickly given with a minimum amount of man-
agement attempt or communication of service provider. This
survey proposes a decentralized, peer-to-peer system known

as BIIoT for blockchain-based industrial Internet of Things.
The BIIoT system acts as a key operator for CBM, improving
the practicality of previous CBM systems, particularly to inte-

grate legacy store floor apparatus in cloud surroundings. Fur-
thermore, CBM enables on-demand access to production
resources, requiring reliable intermediaries for transactions

between users who desire to obtain production services. By



Table 1 Recent literature surveys on Blockchain for Indus-

trial Internet of Things (IIoT).

Blockchain-based IIoT Survey

Contributions

Recent Survey

Articles

Addressed in

this Survey

Survey of blockchain in the Food

industry

[131,132,133] U

Survey of blockchain in Smart

manufacturing industry

[63,47] U

Survey of blockchain in the

Healthcare industry

[18,23,134] U

Survey of blockchain in

Automotive industry

[14,137,138] U

Survey of blockchain in Oil and

Gas industry

[15] U

Survey of blockchain in Trade

Supply Chain industry

[17] U

Survey of blockchain in the

Financial industry

[19,20,22] U

Survey of blockchain in the

Energy industry

[21] U

Survey of blockchain in Smart

Cities

[16] U
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using blockchain technology, the BIIoT system allows peers to
communicate with each other on a decentralized, peer-to-peer
network without the need for a reliable mediator.

Even though BIIoT can complement IIoT, several chal-
lenges need to be addressed before successfully implementing
and taking full advantage of the capability of BIIoT. There-

fore, this paper aims to provide a detailed survey of the archi-
tecture that addresses challenges and discusses research
problems related to BIIoT.

1.2. Contributions of this Survey article and Comparison with

related Survey Articles

Several published papers talk about the combination of block-
chain with IIoT. For instance, Wen et al. [6] present an infor-
mation distributing system that uses blockchain within Supply
Chain networks using IIoT. The system combines IIoT nodes

to the blockchain, and the system monitors IIoT nodes and
stores concurrent information inside the network using smart
contracts. Additionally, a supply chain design based on block-

chain is proposed. The proposed design suggests cooperation
resolutions connecting several items inside the supply chain.
Within this design for the supply chain, a well-grained dis-

tributing information system is proposed.
Li and Kang [7] have exploited the consortium blockchain

technique to suggest an energy blockchain safe power business
scheme [194]. This type of blockchain is widely used in univer-

sal P2P power buy and sell businesses, removing a mediator.
Moreover, to reduce the contract restriction effects from con-
tract verification slowdowns on the energy blockchain, the

researchers have proposed a credit-based fee scheme to encour-
age short and recurrent power buy and sell by businesses.

Teslya et al. [8] have given a summary of blockchain plat-

forms being used in Industrial IoT. The researchers provide
an analysis of the most widely used consensus mechanisms
and specific features of the public (permissionless) and private

(permissioned) blockchains. Furthermore, an outline of block-
chain platforms that satisfy the necessities for the IIoT plat-
form development is provided.

The authors [9] have proposed a storage space arrange-

ment, namely ChainSplitter [9], based on a hierarchical block-
chain where the bulk of the blockchain is warehoused inside
the clouds. The foremost new blocks are stored inside the over-

lying network, the separate IIoT networks [118]. The ChainS-
plitter flawlessly attaches native IIoT networks, the overlay
network of blockchain, and therefore the cloud communica-

tions are enabled using two connectors, the blockchain and
the cloud connector [46,173].

Liu et al. [10] have proposed a blockchain-enabled IIoT
based deep reinforcement learning (DRL) framework. The

objectives of the proposal are three-fold: 1) presenting a policy
for assessing the scheme using the features of decentralization,
scalability, security and latency [73]; 2) enhancing the measur-

ability of the fundamental blockchain without disturbing the
scheme’s latency, decentralization, and safety; 3) outlining a
blockchain which is modulable, where the producers, size

and interval of the block, consensus algorithm, are chosen
by the technique of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL).

Currently, there are surveys available on the integration of

IIoT with blockchain. Explicitly, Alladi et al. [11] have given a
scientific literature review on Blockchain Applications Indus-
trial IoT and Industry 4.0 [112]. The work of [12] has reviewed
blockchain technology alongside its usage in industrial IoT.
Furthermore, Silva et al. [13] have surveyed the convergence

of Blockchain and Industry 4.0. Fraga-Lamas et al. [14] have
reviewed the use of blockchain technologies with IoT for a
complicated and cyber-resilient automotive industry. Lu

et al. [15] have proposed a review of applications, changes,
challenges, and dangers for Blockchain technique within the
gas and oil industry. Xie et al. [16] have proposed a blockchain

technique survey that applies to smart cities [94,109,111,197,
200]. Juma et al. [17] have proposed the survey of trade supply
chain resolutions. Furthermore, Soni [18] have planned a
review on Blockchain Urgency within the IoT in the Health-

care environment.
Table 1 summarizes a selection of existing surveys on block-

chain in combination with IoT. One can also observe that pre-

vious surveys concentrate on utilising blockchain in IIoT
applications [114]. Therefore, the inspiration for this study
comes from these earlier surveys. Principally, a study of the

current works will be done, and the various benefits and chal-
lenges related to the implementation of blockchain in IIoT will
be discussed.

While analyzing previous work, one aims to (i) present a
conceptual preamble on IoT, IIoT and blockchain, (ii) provide
a detailed examination on the ability to integrate IIoT into
blockchains and (iii) offer perceptive consultations of address-

ing technological challenges while implementing BIIoT. In
summary, the contributions are highlighted below:

1) Introduction to IoT provided an overview of the crucial
feature of IoT. Additionally, challenges related to IoT
are summarized.

2) Furthermore, a quick introduction to IIoT is provided
along with a summary of the key characteristics of IIoT.
Furthermore, research challenges related to IIoT are

also outlined.
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3) An overview of key blockchain technologies is then dis-

cussed with a summary of the key characteristics of
blockchain systems.

4) The main portion of this paper is concentrated on the

combination of IIoT and blockchain. Furthermore, the
chances of combining IIoT with blockchain are initially
examined. BIIoT Architecture is then discussed and
exemplified.

5) Finally, this paper explains the BIIoT applications and
descriptions of the research problems in BIIoT.

1.3. Organization of the Survey

The remaining structure of the paper is organized as follows. A

summary of IoT is initially presented in Section II. Further-
more, a review of the purpose of IIoT is highlighted in Sec-
tion III. Section IV provides an introduction to blockchain
techniques. Finally, section V describes the integration of

blockchain with IIoT.
Additionally, section VI presents the applications related to

BIIoT. Section VII explains Open research problems. Finally,

Section VIII concludes the paper.

2. Introduction to the Internet of Things

A group of ‘‘things” embedded by software, electronics, actu-
ators, sensors, which are linked through the web to gather and
swap information with one another [24], is termed as Internet

of Things (IoT). The IoT nodes consist of sensor devices and
processing energy to be present and prevalent in various indus-
tries. Fig. 1 provides numerous general IoT applications

[29,102] concerning the smart city [199], smart home, health-
care and medical tools [27], smart grids, linked vehicles, among
others. IoT home automation is the capability to handle
domestic equipment through electronically controlled,

Internet-connected systems. In addition, IoT provides novel
chances for cities to utilize information to handle transporta-
tion, reduce pollution, create superior infrastructure utilisa-
Fig. 1 Internet-of-Things Applications.
tion, and maintain citizens security and cleanliness.
Following that, the Smart Grid is a portion of an IoT system
that could remotely monitor and handle anything like lights,

traffic signs, traffic jams, parking, and prediction of things sim-
ilar to power influxes as the consequences of extreme weather
and earthquakes. IoT devices equipped with sensors are uti-

lized to monitor the real-time position of medical apparatus
such as wheelchairs, oxygen pumps, defibrillators, and other
surveillance apparatus. One of the best promises of automotive

IoT is forecast maintenance. The system collects performance
data of chips and sensors placed throughout the connected
car, which can be processed in the cloud and forecast before
maintenance is required. Industrial IoT could link machines,

apparatus, and sensors into the outlet, giving process engineers
and managers much-required visibility into manufacture. For
instance, companies could spontaneously monitor areas as

they move by the assembly utilizing sensors including brake
beams and RFID.

The International Data Corporation (IDC) has assured in

the report published in 2013 that the rapid progression of
the variety of IoT equipment used is forecasted to achieve 41
billion by 2020 with an $8.9 trillion market [1]. The difference

between IoT and conventional Internet is the absence of
human responsibility [30]. IoT nodes can create data related
to a person’s activities, examine it, and assign appropriate
actions [32]. Services presented using IoT applications have

enabled the improvement of human life and existence. How-
ever, confidentiality and data privacy are of paramount con-
cern while extracting human interface data through IoT

devices and sensors [48,152]. IoT Challenges:
The two most essential requirements in IoT devices are the

battery life span along with lightweight computational

requirements.

� Battery life span

Several IoT nodes are placed in the natural world where
battery charge is not available. The nodes just include a
bounded power to perform the planned purpose and essential

safety commands that usually exhaust the node’s battery
power [61]. The battery life problem can be alleviated using
three feasible methods. The most important method is to uti-

lize the smallest safety needs on the node, which is not sug-
gested, particularly when managing sensitive information
[84]. The second method is to expand the battery capability.

Most IoT nodes are planned and designed to be of small vol-
ume and weight, resulting in lesser space for a larger battery.
The final method derives adequate power from natural sources
(examples being heat, light, wind, vibration). However, these

enhancements to nodes would need advanced parts and would
consequently increase the financial price of nodes.

� Lightweight computation

Traditional security schemes cannot be implemented on

IoT environments because the nodes contain limited memory
space that cannot manage the processing and storage space
necessities of improved safety procedures. The investigators

have recommended using predefined tasks to assist and imple-
ment safety mechanisms for the limited battery nodes. An
example would be to utilize physical layer verification by using
signal progression at the receiver side to confirm that commu-
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nication has arrived from the predicted spreader into the indi-
cated spot [113]. This way of verification has little to negligible
power usage as it takes advantage of radio signals.

IoT has introduced novel challenges that cannot be over-
come by utilizing existing solutions available for the ‘‘conven-
tional” Internet. Therefore, overcoming these disadvantages of

IoT is of paramount importance to justify the ultimate usage
of IoT and in what capacity.

� The safety and confidentiality challenge

Though it is believed that the safety resolutions presently
used in the web are profitable and feasible, employing them

on IoT will not produce the required outcomes for the follow-
ing purposes [25]:

a. To execute complicated security procedures, nodes usu-
ally do not contain the necessary processing powers.

b. Nodes may not be physically secured and are exposed to

evil users while implemented in many IoT applications.
c. To join through a node may not always be possible. For

instance, a node may also be mobile and inaccessible just

now, or the node is moving to be in ‘‘sleep mode” for
saving power.

In several cases, these challenges are still very significant as

nodes can gather sensitive and confidential data [33] and man-
age the essential features of our daily lives [55]. From these fea-
tures, the requirement for a novel, flexible and healthy, safety

resolutions that will not rely ahead on the contents and capac-
ities of the nodes is required.

� The challenge of sustainability

While clients learn to differ or improve their ‘‘conven-

tional” processing nodes, this is frequently not the case with
IoT equipment similar to their oven, refrigerator, or car. Nev-
ertheless, update cycles of IoT create issues regarding how such
nodes will endure through a linked world. For instance, will

the nodes improve their OS during their life span, or will one
end up with a segregated network comprising older, insecure
devices.

Furthermore, while implementing IoT instances, a node is
an element of advanced communication or a remote installa-
tion node that substitutes complicated, expensive, or unfeasi-

ble implementations. For instance, earthquake or
temperature sensors with flames alarms are frequently installed
through the construction of a building or a river bridge, as are
contamination discovery sensors installed in seabeds.

� The challenge of the trust method

Perhaps, the most significant innovation with the advent of
IoT is the enhanced communication possibilities between vir-
tual and physical worlds [26]. IoT has been imagined to incor-

porate everyday usage machines as nodes, which will
significantly change our lives. A trusted method is desired to
permit these nodes’ successful and productive communication

through minimal individual interference, or perhaps no inter-
ference at all [28]. The technique must incorporate perfor-
mances occurring within the sensors and actuators that are
valid and, at times, during critical crashes, must permit com-
munications and allow new reward and responsibility methods
[88].

3. Industrial Internet of Things introduction

New standards, innovative trade methods, competitive pres-

sure, and the need to transport goods in time are challenges
of new business establishments in the current world. As a
result, many enterprises rely upon the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT) [36], which refers to all or any performances exe-
cuted by businesses to model, supervise and enhance their busi-
ness processes during insights gathered from thousands of

linked machines, things and computers to assist them in
achieving economic profit. An IIoT, as its name implies, is a
concept that connects and manages industrial things, comput-

ers, devices and machines using the Internet [83].
The combination of the industrial value chain merged with

IoT is indicated as ‘‘Industry 4.0”. The IIoT is the most suit-
able driver for innovation that can be used to save on operat-

ing expenses (OPEX) and capital expenditures (CAPEX),
observe and enhance business procedures regardless of their
difficulty, and permit imaginative business models [37]. IIoT

has benefited from increased interest from academia and
industry, giving rise to exponential innovations in newer tech-
niques employed in the field. For instance, many sensor infor-

mation is gathered and transmitted to the cloud for a smart
choice using big data techniques. The 3D printing technique
in manufacturing also creates modified products of multiple
forms at lower prices within minimal intervals [38].

Numerous industrial and technological advancements have
led to the rapid growth of the industrial IoT within recent
years. The most crucial industrial development was guided

by the introduction of steam engines in the 18th century.
The mechanization allowed by the steam engines improved
industrial manufacture from the era of clean manual labour

to the automation era, which resulted in a considerable
increase in production. During the 1870s, steam power machi-
nes were replaced with machines powered by electrical energy

and simultaneously, the division of labour into specialized
industries resulted in another industrial innovation by produc-
tion explosion. The 3rd industrial revolution occurred around
the 1960s, which is called ‘‘digitalization”. During this revolu-

tion, programmable logic controllers and superior electronics
implemented to enhance production effectiveness led to inno-
vative automation systems.

From the 20th century to the beginning of the 21st century,
information and communication methodologies evolved
rapidly, producing newer technological spectrums [82]. These

techniques notably enhanced industrial productivity by
improving the smartness within the sensing, networking, deci-
sion making [164], and manufacturing sectors [124]. With the
idea of integration, superior data gathering techniques within

conventional industries, the Industrial Internet of Things is
recently standard in educational and industrial sectors. In
2011, Industry 4.0 was primarily used at the Hanover Fair to

introduce the 4th industrial revolution and create much aware-
ness in Europe. Table 2 summarizes the milestones of the IIoT.

Within IIoT, machines interact to realize jobs without

human intervention and are smart for different application sit-
uations related to healthcare, manufacturing, supply chain,



Table 2 Milestones of the IIoT

Revolution Year Technology

Manual Labor The

1760s

Mechanization

Industrial

Revolution

The

1850s

Mass Production

Electrical

Revolution

The

1940s

Identification of Radio Frequency

The

1950s

Digitalization and Artificial

Intelligence

Digital Revolution

190s Machine Learning

The

1970s

First Generation of Sensor

Network

The

1980s

3D Printing

1991 IoT

2005 Cyber-Physical Systems

2006 Cloud Computing

2008 Big Data

2011 Industry 4.0

IIoT Revolution Current IIoT

Table 3 Research Challenges of IIoT

Challenges Description

Complexity

In IIoT, there are varieties of transmission

protocols available. Standard transmission

protocols consist of Bluetooth, NFC,

WirelessHART, 6LoWPAN, LoRa and Sigfox;

all provide various network services. For instance,

the 6LoWPAN transmission coverage area is

within 100 m, but the LPWAN transmission

coverage area is within 1–10 km [40 41].

Heterogeneity

IIoT works using heterogeneous IIoT data types,

heterogeneous communication protocols and

heterogeneous IIoT devices. The heterogeneity is

based on many challenges, similar to

confidentiality, interoperability, and safety [74].

Resource

constraints

IIoT nodes are affected by limited resources with

limited battery energy, limited storage space and

limited processing resource [42]. Furthermore,

resource constraint leads to the IIoT nodes being

susceptible to malevolent attacks [190].

Poor

interoperability

Due to the heterogeneity and decentralization of

IIoT systems, swapping data between various

IIoTsystems, strategic centres, and industrial

sectors is a challenging task. Therefore, IIoT

interoperability is difficult to be achieved.

Security

vulnerability

Due to the heterogeneity and decentralization of

IIoT systems, security is essential for the industry.

The typical methodologies of authorization [188],

encryption, decryption, and authentication [75],

are not suitable for IIoT due to resource con-

straint problems [45].

Privacy

vulnerability

Due to the heterogeneity, complexity and

decentralization of IIoT systems, privacy is of

utmost importance. Privacy ensures that private

industry data is not exposed without owner

consent [165 43 119].
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and home automation. Machine to Machine (M2M) [108] con-
tact permits the IoT nodes to swap data with one another in an
independent manner. The successful utilization of the machine
created ‘Big data’ technology benefits the gathered information

to improve the scheme execution by making valuable knowl-
edge of the domain. The features of IIoT omnipresent sense,
information communication, information gathering with

information investigation, is considered a hopeful resolution
to modernize the successful applications by linking the things
and permitting combined mechanization between things and

industrial processes intelligent improvement [39].

4. IIoT challenges

The IIoT guarantees the link of different things with the help
of various software systems, actuators, and sensors used to
sense and gather data from the physical surroundings and,

consequently, generate actions using devices. The distinctive
characteristics present in IIoT give rise to different research
challenges, as shown in Table 3.

Some intrinsic limitations of IIoT have been overcome due

to the recent advancements in information and communication
technology (ICT). For example, ambient backscatter aided
interactions [42] can assist IIoT devices, achieves more power.

Additionally, edge computing of mobile devices [177] can
expand the capability of the IIoT device by offloading the
process-intensive jobs to edge servers [44 192]. Furthermore,

current progress in blockchain techniques presents challenges
similar to weak interoperability, safety and confidentiality
vulnerabilities.

5. Blockchain technologies overview

5.1. Blockchain

A blockchain is a disseminated ledger propagating over the
entire distributed system [64]. Blockchains can permit a con-
tract to happen and validate jointly disseminated items without
a trusted third party [69], with decentralized consent. There-

fore, blockchains are capable of conducting decentralized con-
firmation [92] of contract and thereby significantly reducing
the cost and reducing the operational traffic at the central

organisation [70 71 186]. Furthermore, all transaction stored
in blockchains is unchallengeable since all node inside the net-
work maintains a ledger of the executed transactions inside the

blockchain [67]. In the meantime, cryptographic methods
assure honesty to the information blocks inside the blockchain
[63 65]. Hence, the blockchains can guarantee non-negation of
communications [125]. Additionally, with the assigned signifi-

cant timestamp, all contracts are trackable to all users [155].
Blockchain consists of well-organized components termed

blocks that have headers with transactions [72]. All header of

block and other metadata are reflected by its predecessor using
a predecessor’s hash. The first position is hard encoded within
the primary block designated the genesis block, which has no

predecessor. Ethereum and Bitcoin transactions are hashed
within Merkle Trees [62]. Fig. 2 shows a blockchain instance
that contains blocks and repeated chains. All block during a

blockchain points to its immediately preceding block (called
parent block) through a converse suggestion that is, in essence,
the parent block hash value. For example, block i includes the
block i – 1 hash, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.



Fig. 2 Blockchain example with continuous blocks sequence.

Fig. 3 Block structure.
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Fig. 3 demonstrates a block that has the block header and

the body. Specifically, the header of the block comprises:

1) Block version: denotes which block validation regula-

tions are set to follow.
2) Hash of Parent block: denotes the initial block hash

value, which is a 256-bit hash value.

3) Merkle tree root hash: which contains all transactions
hash value inside the block.

4) Nonce: frequently begins with 0 and increases for all cal-

culation of hash, which is a 4-byte value.
5) Timestamp: which has time at seconds in universal time

from 1970, January 1.
6) nBits: a genuine block hash Point threshold.

The body of the block contains a counter for the transac-
tions. Blockchain utilises an asymmetric cryptography method

to verify the authentication of the transaction. Digital signa-
ture supported asymmetric cryptography is employed in dis-
honest environments [93,201].
5.2. Consensus algorithms

Within decentralized, trustless environments that exclusively

require the authority of a trusted third party, one of the advan-
tages of blockchain techniques is to confirm the trustfulness of
the block. On the other hand, in distributed environments, a
consensus is demanded. It needs to be reached on a recently

created block since the consensus could also be biased in
favour of evil devices [78 81]. This confirmation of trustfulness
through decentralized environments is frequently reached with

consensus algorithms [91,153]. Standard consensus algorithms
comprise Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT),
Proof of Stake (PoS) and Proof of Work (PoW). The goal of

the consensus algorithms is to safely bring up to date dupli-
cated distributed conditions and are the necessary puzzle part
in efficient blockchain functioning rules. Inside the blockchain,

a system called ‘‘position machine duplication”, consensus
protocols guarantee all copies of the distributed state are coor-
dinated and in the contract at some specific position in time.



Fig. 4 Working Flow of Blockchains.

Fig. 5 Architecture of BIIoT.
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5.3. Working flow of blockchains

Fig. 5 illustrates the working example of the blockchain. Take

a money transfer as an example, as shown in Fig. 4. In sum-
mary, blockchain technologies have a subsequent workflow.

Step 1: Person A wants to transfer an amount of cash to

Person B.
Step 2: They primarily start the contract at a system using
their wallet of Bitcoin [66]. The transaction includes the

sender’s wallet, the receiver’s address, and the cash amount.
The transaction is represented online as a ‘‘block”.
Step 3: The block is broadcast to each node/party within

the network.
Step 4: Those within the network who approve the transac-
tion is valid.
Step 5: Next, a validated transaction is then appended to

the top of the chain of contacts, subsequently developing
a new block inside the blockchain.
Step 6: Finally, the cash shifts from A to B.

6. Blockchain key Characteristics:

Table 4 summarises the key characteristics of blockchain.



Table 5 Comparison of blockchain types

Key Characteristics PublicBlockchain Private Blockchain Consortium Blockchain

Scalability Weak Excellent Good

Decentralization Decentralized Centralized Half Decentralized

Flexibility Weak Excellent Good

Consensus PoW, PoS Ripple PBFT, PoA, PoET

Transparency Apparent Opaque Half Transparent

Traceability Traceable Traceable Partially Traceable

Immutability Immutable Alterable Partially Immutable

Table 4 Blockchain Key Characteristics

Key

Characteristics

Explanation

Immutability A blockchain contains blocks repeatedly connected to a chain, through which all link is a converse hash of the previous

block. Any alteration on the last block invalidates all the consequently created blocks. In the meantime, the Merkle tree root

hash stores the hash of all the participated transactions. Any modification on any transactions makes a novel Merkle root.

So, any fabrication will be easily identified. The mixing of the different hash spots and the Merkle tree can assure the

truthfulness of the information.

Decentralization In traditional decentralized transaction schemes, all transactions should be authenticated, unavoidably resulting in the

expense and the implementation of traffic at the central servers. Unlike the decentralized method, the third party is not

needed for several long hours. In the blockchain, consensus algorithms are needed to keep information consistent in the

dispersed network.

Transparency The blockchain information is transparent to all users who can use and confirm the participated transactions within the

blockchain [104].

Non-repudiation The process of validating the genuineness of the private keys is utilised to place the signature to the transaction, which might

then be usable and confirmed by others using the equivalent public key. Therefore, the transaction which was signed

cryptographically cannot be refused by the transaction originator.

Traceability All transaction stored inside the blockchain is affixed using a timestamp. Therefore, users can confirm and track the

beginning of historical information items after examining the blockchain information with equivalent timestamps.

Pseudonymity Blockchain can protect confidentiality at a specific stage since blockchain attacks are necessary trackable through inference

[157]. Blockchain information can assist in identifying scams and illegal transactions. Therefore, blockchain can just protect

pseudonymity very well to provide confidentiality.

Persistency Transactions are frequently authenticated rapidly, and truthful miners would not permit invalid transactions. It is almost

impossible to delete transactions one time they are incorporated inside the blockchain. Blocks having unacceptable

transactions will be revealed instantly.

Auditability Once the current transaction is stored inside the blockchain, Bitcoin changes unspent transactions from unspent to spend.

This way, transactions can be confirmed and traced [89].

Anonymity All users can cooperate with the blockchain using a created address, which does not disclose the user’s individuality.

However, a point to note is that blockchain cannot assure proper confidentiality protection because of the important

limitation.
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7. Smart Contract

Smart contracts are programmable applications saved inside

the blockchain that control transactions beneath particular
conditions using terms. Smart contracts built on top of block-
chain technology have piqued the interest of varied industries

and stakeholders, leading to the technology being adopted
because of its benefits by allowing the automation of verifiable
and enforceable digital processes between the parties involved
[76]. Therefore, smart contracts are the digital equivalent of

conventional financial contracts among various appointed
members [80].

Centralized approving entities force conventional contracts;

a blockchain system does not need approving mediators to
ensure that the restriction during a smart contract is encoun-
tered. In blockchain networks, smart contracts do the purpose

of completing transactions during a pre-arranged style, pre-
scribed by groups contributing within the contract. Smart con-
tract code is saved within the blockchain when deployed, with
the purposes marked within the smart contract are frequently

evoked through some contributor at all moments.
The smart contract is usually named an ‘‘independent

agent” because of the actual truth that smart contracts contain

their blockchain accounts, with their addresses of blockchain.
So, the contract can grasp possession of tokenized properties
while appointing the contributor’s employment to fulfil the

approved winning circumstances. Therefore, in different fields
similar to IoT and monetary services, the Smart contract is
transformatively capable.

To execute and broaden purposes inside a blockchain net-

work; Smart contracts are frequently used, such as:

1) Allowing automated transactions activated using speci-

fic actions. In numerous approaches, this functionality
can occur; for instance, transactions automatically
transmit at prearranged periods, or transactions trans-

mit in reply to transactions of others.
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2) They permit transactions of ‘multi-signature, whereby a

transaction is merely distributed when a popular or a
necessary participants percentage verify to sign it.

3) Permitting storage space for particular application data,

similar to membership records, boolean or lists states.
4) They give usefulness to the smart contracts of others.

For instance, inheritances are often recorded into smart
contracts in Ethereum, where a single contract can

appeal to purposes recorded in the contract.

8. Taxonomy of Blockchain Systems

Blockchains are categorised into three categories: 1) public, 2)
private, and 3) consortium blockchain [86]. Public blockchains

are permissionless, where every member can contribute to dis-
tributing new blocks and using blockchain content. Public
blockchains are named decentralized as it permits everyone

to maintain a blockchain copy by cooperating in verifying
new blocks.

Permissioned blockchains are Private blockchains, and all

nodes are participating in the network [105]. Private block-
chains are appropriated to one enterprise and are used as a
coordinated, disseminated database destined to host data
swaps between various individuals or departments. Consor-

tium blockchains are almost similar to private blockchains.
It is a permissioned network [68 95 159 199]. Consortium net-
works span numerous organisations and assist in keeping clar-

ity among the participated parties [90]. A consortium
blockchain is used as an auditable and dependably coordinated
dispersed database that maintains data swaps fascinating path

place between the contributing consortium entities [87]. Table 5
presents a contrast of blockchains three types.

8.1. Chances of combining IIoT with blockchain

IIoT systems face many challenges like weak interoperability,
heterogeneity, and constraints of resource, confidentiality
and safety vulnerabilities [129]. Blockchain techniques can bal-

ance IIoT systems using enhanced interoperability in addition
to enhanced confidentiality and safety [100 116]. Furthermore,
blockchain can improve the dependability and measurability
Table 6 Potential Benefits of BIIoT

Potential Benefits Explanation

Improved security IIoT information is protected through blockcha

encrypted using cryptographic keys [96 147]. Fur

can improve the protection of the IIoT system b

susceptibility violations, thereby enhancing the s

Enhanced

interoperability

Blockchain can enhance the interoperability of th

blockchains. Through this process, heterogeneou

ultimately saved and compressed in blockchains

conflicting divided network varieties while block

Autonomic

interactions

Blockchain technologies can allow IIoT nodes t

executed through smart contracts, Distributed a

exclusive human interference, subsequently stori

Traceability and

Reliability

All the chronological transactions saved inside th

blockchain guarantees IIoT information reliabil

saved in blockchains.
of the IIoT system [117,163]. Thus, a combination of block-
chain with IIoT is termed BIIoT. Table 6 shows the potential
benefits of BIIoT in contrast to traditional IIoT systems.

9. Architecture of BIIoT

This subsection proposes the BIIoT architecture, as shown in

Fig. 5. The blockchain-composite layer is utilised as a middle-
ware through this architecture between IoT and industrial
applications [103,154]. Two crucial advantages are available

in this design: 1) providing a concept from the bottom IIoT
layers and 2) presenting users with services based on block-
chain. In particular, the blockchain-composite layer segregates

the bottom layers heterogeneity [106]. Conversely, the
blockchain-composite layer provides different blockchain-
based services, the necessary application programming inter-

face (API) to maintain various industrial applications [110].
Consequently, the difficulty of implementing industrial appli-
cations can be removed with the help of the concept attained
through the blockchain-composite layer [127]. Specifically,

the blockchain-composite layer contains five sub-layers, as
shown in Fig. 6 (from bottom to top):

Furthermore, Table 7 shows the explanations of 5 sub-

layers of the blockchain-composite layer.
A typical IoT infrastructure and framework that contains

the subsequent layer [34] sub-scheme (from bottom to top) is

highlighted in Fig. 6.

� Perception Layer: Several IoT devices (like actuators, sen-
sors, RFID tags, controllers, and smart meters) can sense

and gather information from the physical surroundings.
� Communication Layer: Numerous IoT devices can join
using WiFi Access Points (APs), IoT gateways [49], macro

BS, and little base stations (BS) to create an industrial net-
work. Connectivity among IoT sensors is possible using a
variety of communication protocols similar to Near Field

Communications (NFC), Bluetooth, Wireless Highway
Addressable Remote Transducer (WirelessHART), Low-
power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN),

Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) techniques
with LoRa, Sigfox, industrial Ethernet and Narrowband
IoT (NB-IoT).
ins as they are saved as blockchain transactions digitally signed and

thermore, the IIoT systems combined with blockchain methodologies

y automatically updating IIoT nodes firmware to protect against

ystem’s safety [130].

e IIoT systems while transmitting and saving IIoT information inside

s types of IIoT information are transformed, managed, obtained,

. Furthermore, the interoperability aids in directly delivering via

chains are set up on a P2P overlay network.

o communicate with one another automatically. For instance, Being

utonomous Corporations (DACs) [97] can automatically execute

ng the cost.

e blockchains are traceable [98]. Furthermore, the immutability of the

ity since it is almost unfeasible to modify or forge each transaction



Table 7 5 sub-layers of blockchain-composite layer

Sub-layers Description

Data sub-layer The Data sub-layer gathers the IoT information fr

hash methods and asymmetric cryptographic tech

blockchain after dispersed confirmation. Different

cryptographic techniques. For instance, the Bitcoi

Network sub-layer In an overlay peer to peer network, a Network sub

network contains either physical or virtual connec

One node transmits the transactions block to its co

locally confirm it. If it is legitimate, the block will

Consensus sub-layer For the block reliance, the Consensus sub-layer m

attained using consensus algorithms similar to Po

Incentive sub-layer The subsequent jobs Incentive sub-layer is charge

method designing, 4) transaction price managing,

money financial policy, disseminate rewards to co

Service sub-layer In numerous industrial areas consisting of logistic

layer offers users services based on blockchain. For

customer obtains a product.

Fig. 6 Internet of Things (IoT) and Industrial Applications.
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� Industrial Applications: IoT can be broadly used to maintain

different industrial applications [107]. The typical industrial
applications consist of supply chain [145], manufacturing
[122], smart grid, food industry [79], Internet of vehicles

[77,126] and health care.

9.1. Deployment of BIIoT

The BIIoT genuine deployment is of enormous significance,
even though, due to the imitations of IIoT nodes, it is chal-
lenging to save the entire blockchain at IIoT nodes. There

are two forms of storage [99]: i) partial storage, during
which only information blocks subset is saved locally. More-
over, partial storage nodes are also called lightweight nodes

[128]. ii) full storage, during which the whole blockchain is
saved. Moreover, the full storage nodes are also called full
nodes (For example, edge server, cloud server). A full node
has sufficient processing resources since it needs an enor-

mous storage space to store many entire blockchains and
present processing ability to resolve puzzles of consensus.
Conversely, resource-limited IoT devices [121] are light-

weight devices that confirm the transaction faithfulness
exclusive of extracting or storing the entire blockchain. It
is a value indicating that the lightweight devices extremely

trust the complete devices [120].
The BIIoT deployment is feasible in numerous communica-

tion methods between blockchain and IIoT [48]: (a) direct

communication between blockchain and IIoT, during which
IIoT nodes can directly use blockchain information stored at
edge servers collocated by Macro Base Stations (MBS) and
gateways of IIoT [186],; (b) direct communication between

IIoT devices, during which IIoT devices can directly swap par-
tial blockchain information via D2D connections; (c) hybrid
communication of edge servers and cloud through IIoT nodes,

through which IIoT nodes can interrelate with blockchain
information via cloud or edge servers [180].
om the perception layers and enfolds the encrypted information using

niques. These repeatedly linked information blocks create the

blockchain proposals may select different hash methods and

n blockchain selects SHA-256 for the hash method.

-layer is essential, which runs on top of the communication layer. This

tions linking devices inside the robust networks of communication.

nnected peers. Once getting the transactions block, another peer will

be propagating to another device via the overlay network.

ainly participates in the disseminated consensus. The consensuses are

S, PoW, DPOS and PBFT [21].

able: 1) issuing digital money, 2) sharing digital money, 3) reward

among others. In particular, it is essential to design a proper digital

ntributors who participate in disseminated consensus.

s, manufacturing, food industry and supply chains [123], service sub-

instance, a contract of payment is implemented automatically when a
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9.2. BIIoT applications

Currently, a novel rapid growing trend is the combination of
Blockchain with IIoT. Since a Blockchain technique can assist
in addressing the challenges of IIoT, this section presents a

BIIoT applications summary. The value of the summary is
to declare that there is a superior variety of applications of
blockchains [158]. Through this paper, the essential concentra-
tion is on industrial applications.

9.3. Food sector

BIIoT can improve the life cycle of commodities visibility,

mainly in the food industry. Especially, traceability of food
products is essential to make sure of food protection [146].
However, it is difficult for the current IoT to ensure food trace-

ability inside the entire food supply chain [131]. For instance, a
food-producing organisation could be stipulated by numerous
providers [139]. Therefore, there is a need to digitize materials

from sources to the entire food manufacturing sector [141].
Through this process, blockchain techniques can ensure the
tracking ability and origin of the food [142].

[131] highlighted the need to utilize the blockchain tech-

nique and RFID to establish a supply chain platform from
farming to food manufacturers in China. To guarantee the
food supply-chain data trackability, this methodology has

been established [143]. In the meantime, the work of [132]
demonstrates that blockchain techniques can assist in increas-
ing food protection by the accessibility of trackable food pro-

ductions [144]. Furthermore, it shows in [132] that the
combination of blockchain in the food supply chain can allow
consumers to track the total procedure of food manufacture
[148]. Researchers moreover provide a use-case of using block-

chain for the Colombian natural coffee industry.
Additionally, [133] poses a food protection trackability

scheme encouraged by the Electronic Product Code (EPC)

IoT tags and blockchain. In particular, this method can pre-
vent information interference and confidentiality revelation
through smart contracts [73]. An archetype of the posed archi-

tecture has been executed to show efficiency [176].

9.4. Smart manufacturing sector

The manufacturing industry is experiencing improvement from
‘‘mechanical to smart manufacturing” [63]. In the manufactur-
ing industry, big data analytics plays a vital role in this
improvement procedure. Enormous information is created

through every phase of the life cycle of commodities containing
material supply, manufactured goods designing, sharing, man-
ufacturing, after-sales repair and retail. However, the manu-

facturing information is extremely pieced, resulting in
information aggregation and analytics [149]. BIIoT can tackle
the interoperability problem by connecting IIoT systems via

Peer to Peer networks and permitting information distribution
across industrial divisions.

For instance, numerous dispersed blockchains are fre-

quently built to support multiple sectors, and every blockchain
supports an individual sector. BIIoT can enhance smart man-
ufacturing security [124]. During one of the most crucial traffic
restrictions, the improvement of factories is that the IIoT

schemes are kept centralized. For instance, IIoT firmware
should be improved frequently to address safety violations.
Although, most of the firmware improved are imported from
a central server and then is physically installed at IIoT nodes.

It is costly and cumbersome to deploy the firmware upgrades
in a disseminated IIoT. The work of [63] presents a routine
firmware improvement resolution that engages blockchains

and smart contracts. Specifically, smart contracts addressing
the firmware improvement approaches are organized across
the entire industrial network.

Nodes can install and import the hashes of firmware using
smart contracts and are implemented by design. Furthermore,
an automatic manufacturing proposal based on decentralized
blockchain was posed in [63] to provide a more robust safety

and confidentiality defence than usually centralized architec-
ture. Moreover, in smart manufacturing, a mobile crowdsens-
ing system based on blockchain was posed to solve the

problem by information excellence pledge [47].
9.5. Healthcare sector

Healthcare is in transition as the fast convergence of digital
technologies holds the promise to liberate clinical data and
provide a more cost-effective way of improving clinical pro-

cesses and outcomes. Healthcare poses novel challenges in cur-
rent healthcare services because of the limited resources of
hospitals [150]. The recent progress in wearable healthcare
equipment and BDA in healthcare information increases the

chances of encouraging remote healthcare facilities. Therefore,
the resources of hospital burdens are frequently and capably
discharged. For instance, senior citizens residing at their

houses are wearing the healthcare equipment on their bodies.
This equipment [174] always determine and gather healthcare
information containing sugar level, rate of heartbeat, and

blood pressure analysis. Healthcare teams and doctors can
use healthcare information anywhere and anytime through
the networks of healthcare. However, using healthcare infor-

mation comes with issues related to confidentiality, privacy
and security.

Vulnerabilities present in healthcare equipment and net-
works heterogeneity propose challenges in protecting confiden-

tiality and guaranteeing healthcare information safety.
Integrating healthcare networks into blockchains can capably
overcome challenges in confidentiality protection and safety

pledge of healthcare information. For instance, [134] demon-
strates that one can defend healthcare information saved in
cloud servers based on blockchain techniques. Notably, the

healthcare information created with medical sensors is fre-
quently and routinely gathered and broadcast to the scheme
based on smart contracts to sustain real-time patient observa-
tion. Through the whole process, using blockchains, confiden-

tiality is frequently conserved.
Moreover, in decentralized healthcare blockchain systems

[152], Rahman et al. [135] place signature schemes based on

the attribute. This scheme can confirm the healthcare informa-
tion genuineness and detection of the healthcare information
possessor. Conversely, this scheme moreover can protect the

confidentiality of the healthcare information possessor. The
current work [135] provides a framework for in-home therapy
managing by combining blockchain-based MEC and IoT to

provide confidentiality and secrecy. Furthermore, blockchain
gives traceability options over the patients who are infected
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through several infectious viruses similar to Middle East Res-
piratory Syndrome (MERS), Severe Acute Respiratory Syn-
drome (SARS), and Novel COVID-19 [136]. Notably, the

suspected or infected patients wearing IIoT equipment can
be tracked sequentially, similar to quarantine while protecting
the patient’s confidentiality. Despite the potentially transfor-

mative effects, research on blockchain in the healthcare field
is still in its infancy. As a result, our knowledge of the impacts
of blockchain is still far from conclusive.

9.6. Automotive Industry

The automotive industry is among the leading technically

superior sectors by novelties scaling from electric, hybrid,
and self-driving smart cars to the industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) combination inside IoT linked cars. However, under-
neath the Industry 4.0 concept, which characterizes the stage

following the digitalization sector, the automotive industry is
countenancing operational incompetence and safety problems
that direct needless casualties, cyber-attacks, defeats, occur-

rences, prices inflated costs for services and fractions [192].
Such issues are recently approved on to the different and
heterogeneous stakeholders who participated in the vehicle’s

lifecycle [181]. Industry 4.0 exploits the progress from numer-
ous fields, which allow for the deployment of the enormous
sensors, the application of immense information technologies,
the advances in processing energy, and connectivity the

appearance of newest machine learning methods, the latest
processing methods growth, IIoT improvements [138], new
human to machine interfaces [137] or 3D or 4-D printing

and the robotics use.
The growing abilities presented through complicated

heterogeneous linked and independent networked organisms

permit various services and features. However, they exist by
the malicious attacks risk or other threats that need cybersecu-
rity to be more robust. Moreover, in situations where the

restricted organisms are vehicle-associated systems, open pro-
tection is pledged, so robust cyber safety becomes a significant
necessity [196]. To distress this difficulty, BIIoT technology
can be utilised in the automotive industry.

9.7. Oil and gas sector

For the next 20–30 years, oil and gas will still control the glo-

bal energy market. As oil and gas resources play a significant
role inside the energy field, the oil and gas industry technolo-
gies have been implemented rapidly in current years, including
Table 8 Problems and Outcomes in Several Markets in the Oil and

Market Issue Cause

Upstream Equipment

Tracking

Difficulties

The number of devices is significant, a

of asset integrity is not perfect.

Data Leakage The location where the information is

the information is not well stored and

Midstream Data handling

and Replication

Duplicate third party transactions or

between different parties.

Downstream Integrity and

Security

Close networks are susceptible to exte
clever drilling techniques, marine digital platforms and smart
oil and gas fields. It is frequently seen that the oil and gas
industry is progressively implementing digitalization, intellec-

tualization, and automation. Though its organisation manner
is comparatively aged, it is the individuality of short effective-
ness, high price, high threat and long period.

These industries are separated into three sections consistent
with the market division: downstream, midstream and
upstream. The downstream refers to the sales and storage,

the midstream refers to the oil and gas transportation [151],
and the upstream refers to the growth and exploration of oil
and gas. In several markets, there are numerous limitations
in managing, which are shown in Table 8.

Based on the above issues, the time has come for the oil and
gas industry to varying its management mode. A blockchain
technique possesses a huge capacity of being utilised in the

industry of oil and gas. In 2008, the Bitcoin appearance acti-
vated a boom inside the blockchain technique improvement
[15,175]. Within the opening, the oil and gas industry has been

grasping a wait-and-see approach and rarely comprised. Until
2017, British Petroleum (BP) started testing the blockchain
scheme, and due to this, the oil and gas industry took the most

critical step towards using the blockchain technique. BIIoT
can resolve the above problems and improve the safety of
the oil and gas industry.

9.8. Trade supply chain industry

The trade supply chain ultimately leads to distributing the
products to the customer [17]. The trading method contains

a lawful combined contract between buyer and seller, which
denotes all parties’ circumstances for successful trade achieve-
ment. As an example, these situations could identify the appro-

priate transport technique for merchandise. A third party
frequently checks the trading procedure. The significant task
of this entity is to outline particular that all party satisfies

the conditions of the contract.
In case of an argument between buyer and seller, the regula-

tory entity will solve the issue. For example, consumers who uti-
lize the Amazon trading platform can notify the platform’s

administration if they obtained commodities that do not match
the posted depiction by the vendors. The used data-distribution
method must confirm the swapped data truth to simplify the

trading technique between buyer and seller [193]. The difficulty
of the trading procedure rises notably within worldwide trading.

Global trade contains many parties, mostly with the trading

group of people (exporters and importers), shipping agents,
Gas Industry

Consequence

nd also the management Human error, huge supervision fine.

generated is different, or

processed.

Incorrect data result in wrong decisions.

duplicate contracts Increases operating costs, erroneous

transactions and delayed transactions.

rnal attacks. Fraud, Loss of Trust, increased validation

cost.
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customs agencies, freight forwarders, port operators, and cus-
toms brokers. The difficulty of guaranteeing the honesty of the
swapped data is frequently tackled by presenting a trackable

protected scheme that allows the trade contributors to under-
stand access to the data during a suitable style. Once a docu-
ment is submitted through this system, contributors gain

access to the current report assisted by their position inside
the trade model. Moreover, the scheme must be ready to allow
users to trace the shipment status through the whole trade sup-

ply chain model [140]. Towards this end, BIIoT can be used to
optimize the (international) trade supply chain. BIIoT has
modernized the method during which faith is often recognized
between entities [156]. Thus, the trade supply chain contribu-

tors can distribute their data with no confidentiality concern.
Table IX summarizes major BIIoT applications. Notably,

in Table 9, it can be seen that integrating IoT with blockchain

can bring a variety of advantages within the applications men-
tioned above. In outline, BIIoT has benefits similar to ensuring
safety, decreasing the cost for trusted third parties, confirming

the authenticity of the information, enhancing information
traceability and preserving confidentiality.
Table 10 Open research problems for BIIoT

Research Direction Description

Privacy leakage � Full storage of transaction data on the blockc

Security

vulnerability

� Blockchain systems have their safety vulnerabi

� Malevolent users can use Border Gateway Pro

Resource

constraints

� IIoT nodes may have processing difficulty for

� Blockchain linked gateways of IIoT require sig

Scalability � Many blockchain systems are experiencing we

� Blockchain systems may not be appropriate fo

IIoT.

Big data Difficulty � IIoT nodes, due to the limitations of the resou

� It is challenging to perform information analy

Table 9 Comparison of BIIoT Applications

Applications Benefits

Food industry � Enhan

� Improv

Smart manufacturing industry � Busine

� Improv

� Trusted

Healthcare industry � Preserv

� Assurin

� Verifyi

Automotive industry � Securin

� Assurin

� Guaran

Financial industry � Decrea

� Decrea

� Reduci

� Reduci

Trade Supply Chain industry � Decrea

� Assurin

� Dimini
9.9. BIIoT open research issues

The combination of IIoT with blockchain provides numerous
opportunities for improving the industry. However, there are
many challenges [161 184] that needs to be tackled before the

capability of BIIoT is frequently and wholly utilised. In this
section, many fundamental challenges involved in integrating
IIoT into the blockchain has been explored. Table 10 shows
the overview of the open research problems for BIIoT.

9.10. Privacy leakage

Blockchain techniques contain several mechanisms to protect

from extracting information confidentiality of transaction
reports stored in blockchains [166]. For instance, transactions
are created in Bitcoin using IP addresses rather than con-

sumers genuine individuality, thereby guaranteeing individual
anonymity [172 179]. Furthermore, one-time accounts can be
made in Bitcoin to aid the user’s anonymity even though; these

defence systems are unreliable and insufficient. For example, it
hain can also lead to potential privacy leakage [162].

lities similar to program deficiencies of smart contracts [168].

tocol (BGP) routing system to hijack blockchain messages [167].

directly providing transactions to the blockchain.

nificant processing and storage space abilities to be a peer.

ak throughput.

r applications with a vast quantity of transactions, particularly for

rces, cannot use the usual BDA approaches.

tics on anonymous blockchain information.

cing food safety

ing data traceability

ss trading of P2P computerization

ing interoperability

third party price decreasing

ing privacy

g security

ng authenticity

g energy-trading in electric vehicles

g trustworthiness of messages

teeing mutual-confidence among Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

sing the time and financial prices of the transaction

sing the threats of mistake, scam, and ineffectiveness in transactions

ng cost for trusted third party

ng risks from cyber-attacks

sing the prices in services

g data provenance

shing the supply chain threat
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is observed [66] that consumer pseudonyms are frequently
cracked through deducing and learning the numerous transac-
tions associated with one general user. Moreover, the whole

storage space of transaction information on the blockchain
can still affect the capable confidentiality leakage, as pointed
in [66].

9.11. Security vulnerability

Even though integrating blockchain techniques into IIoT can

enhance the IIoT security using cryptography and signature
generation by blockchains, the protection remains severe anx-
iety to BIIoT because of the vulnerabilities of blockchain and

IIoT systems [169]. On the one hand, there is a rising tendency
in establishing wireless networks within industrial environ-
ments because of the measurability and possibility of wireless
communication organisations. However, on the other hand,

the open wireless channel creates issues in IIoT by the safety
violations similar to jamming, submissive overhearing, and
repeating attacks [24 185]. Furthermore, due to the constraints

of resources of IIoT nodes, usual extreme weighted encryption
techniques may not be feasible in IIoT [1 188]. Moreover, it is
tough to supervise the keys in dispersed environments [170].

Meanwhile, blockchain schemes still have their security vul-
nerabilities similar to program deficiencies of smart contracts.
Mainly, it can be seen in [53] that malevolent users can use the
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing method to control

blockchain messages, thereby most relevant to the block
broadcasting upper delay. The work of [53] explains that a
Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) attack stole

the $50 million value of Ethereum by influencing the smart
contracts vulnerability.

9.12. Constraints of resources

Many IIoT nodes are resource-constrained. For instance,
RFID tags, sensors and smart meters have lesser processing

ability, bounded storage space, low battery energy and weak
network linkability. Additionally, the blockchains decentral-
ized consensus algorithms frequently need more processing
power and have higher power expenditure [189]. For instance,

PoW in Bitcoin is shown to present high power expenditure
[46]. Therefore, the consensus method [195] with enormous
power expenditure might not be possible for low-energy IIoT

nodes.
Conversely, the large size of blockchain information more-

over directs to the impossibility of entirely deploying block-

chains across IIoT. For instance, by the end of September
2018, the size of the Bitcoin blockchain almost attained
185 GB. It is unfeasible to save the whole blockchain on an

IIoT node entirely. Furthermore, blockchains are mostly
planned for a situation supported by the steady network link,
which cannot be possible for IIoT that forever affects the weak
network link of IIoT nodes and the unsteady network due to

the failure of the node.

9.13. Scalability

The current blockchains scalability restricts the use of the
broad blockchain in extensive IIoT [171]. The transactions
throughput per second frequently measures the scalability of
the blockchain and the IIoT nodes size, and the number of
simultaneous workloads [59]. Many blockchain schemes have
suffered due to weak throughput [179]. For instance, it can

be seen in [59] that Bitcoin developed seven transactions per
second. On the contrary, PayPal has a throughput of 170
transactions per second, and VISA can create almost 2,000

transactions per second [182]. Ref. [59] shows that the block-
chain of Bitcoin might not be appropriate for IIoT because
of the weak measurability. Therefore, the current blockchain

systems might not suit applications with many transactions,
particularly for IIoT.

9.14. Big data difficulty

There are large numbers of IIoT information and data being
created in most real-time approaches. The IIoT information
is seen to be of enormous volume, heterogeneity and large

industry worth. Big data examination on IIoT information
can extract hidden information and create smart choices. How-
ever, it is difficult to apply traditional big data investigation

methods in BIIoT because of the following reason:

� Traditional Big Data Analysis (BDA) systems cannot be

used on IIoT nodes because of resource limitations. While
IIoT nodes have lesser processing ability, the intricate
BDA systems cannot directly be organized at IIoT nodes.
Furthermore, the large blockchain information size makes

it challenging to use the native storage space of blockchain
information at IIoT nodes. Though cloud computing can
tackle these problems, exporting the data to remote cloud

servers can guide the confidentiality violation and increase
latency [160].

� It is challenging to conduct information analytics on unknown

blockchain information. Blockchain techniques can defend
information confidentiality using cryptography and signa-
ture generation schemes on information reports. Neverthe-

less, it frequently needs information cryptography previous
to performing information analytics. However, the cryptog-
raphy procedure is often time-consuming and contributes to
data investigation’s ineffectiveness [160]. Therefore, it is

challenging to design information analytics methods on
blockchain information exclusive of cryptography.

This section shows blockchain as a promising methodology
with plenty of opportunity for more expansion, particularly in
the IIoT field.

10. Conclusion

Recent Industrial Internet of Things technologies incorporates

numerous challenges that include weak interoperability,
heterogeneity, confidentiality and safety vulnerabilities and
limitations of resources. Challenges found in IIoT can be over-

come by using a current form of blockchain techniques that
provides solutions by enhanced confidentiality, interoperabil-
ity, trackability, safety, and dependability. Throughout this
paper, a study has been conducted by combining IIoT with

blockchain. Such a combination of blockchain with IIoT is ter-
med BIIoT, and a full survey of existing research in this field
has been undertaken in this paper. Mainly, the Internet of

Things, Industrial Internet of Things and blockchain technol-
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ogy has been researched and presented. The article has also
evaluated the possibilities of using BIIoT and portrays BIIoT
architecture. BIIoT capable applications have been further

depicted along with a summary of BIIoT open research prob-
lems. The existing security systems of IIoT are highly central-
ized, meaning they have a single point of failure. But

Blockchain-based IIoT is very resilient to hacking and other
external attacks. There is no risk of data loss as the same data
is stored on all nodes in the blockchain. Future work will

implement and demonstrate the BIIoT system for realistic
solutions such as device self-service and on-demand
manufacturing.
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